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AB'UT CARTOGRAPHY 
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****************** 

In attempting to trace the earliest examples .of a particular human 
activity w!1en there are no tangible relics or evidence of traditions, 
we must turn to the corresponding situation applying at the present 
day, i.e. to find a similar group of primitive people as yet untouchec! 
by civilisati~:m. One need hardly point out that a rr:an living cloae 
to nature relies more on his senses than a city dweller. His per
ceptions a.re not dulled, si ce his \-Jay of lif•J demands a close 
observ;.tion of all around him. · ·This sense may be inborn, lntt to a 
limited extent this 1uality can be taught. An aptitude for drawing, 
an important-quality in itself, is not present in all races. It has 
been observed that races given to the dra't.1.ng of animal and human 
figures, and ornamentaticn of their weapons or utensils, generally 
draw no maps at all, or at least very bad ones. A primitive savage's 
dra\lling may be likened to the,t of a child. The most importnnt o'bject is 
shown largest, usually in the foreground and any surrounding detail 
usually lacks perspective altogether. Some objects may be in plan, 
whilst others may be in elevation. 

Man's mcbility and knmvledge of his environment has provided a 
considerable stimulus to map-making. \1hen man travelled ft'.r from 
his home, the gre<"-ter became his cap2.ci ty for making a true geographic 
map, yet still only from his own perscnal experience of wh.:::t he had 
seen. Even this is not strictly true since the natives of the Harshall 
Islands did us~ u special type of map for teaching purposes. 

The nomadic ~xlstence practised by many :r;rimitive peoples has 
certainly contributed much to their ebili ty to dre,w maps; for example 
early Indian tribes in the North Americ~~ continent have been kno\lm. 
to follow herds of buffalo as far as 1, 000 miles from their v:Llloe;es, 
but in general ter~s it wo1;,ld be true to say that maps of primitive 
peop~es were normally restricted to an area of not more than 100 
square miles around their home. These early mapmakers knew nothing 
of conventional symbols, yet within their own limits they vvere 
extremely accurate pictures of that p8rt of the \-Jorl<l in its entirety 
or the relatL:mship of their part of the world to the rest, rather 
like the modern counterpart, the route map which contains a multitude 
of local detail unrelated to the rest of the country or continent. 
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These facts gleaned from the life of primitive peoples of our 
own period lead to the conclusion that the maps of these early 
historic races were in the main handed down from their forebears. 

If some of these early types of maps and the mnterials from which 
they were made are studied, something of the mannor in which they 
survived from one generation to the next may be understood. The 
simplest common materials were wood and stone, bone and skins being 
less usual,and the subject material no less surprising - good 
hunting or fishing areas, tribal meeting places, river crossings and 
the like. Most of these picture maps were either carved or cut in 
a solid material and they have been found in various parts of the 
world from South America to the u.s.s.R. 
The North American Indians possessed a considerable talent for 
making maps, chiefly. from·birch-bark. These maps were light and 
easily portable and, though the Indians were unable to read, they 
had corre·e.tly named rivers and lakes on the North .American 
continent. 

It w~ll be see~,then, that many primitive peoples have shown their 
ability to draw simple maps, but credit must go to the ESkimos alone 
for an early attempt to depict relief features. In 1826 C.::'.ptain 
F.W. Beechey found evidence that amongst these people there was a 
talent for relief drawing and modelling. He observed how they would 
draw in the sand an outline of;the coast, the hills and mountain ranges 
being built up in the §and, and fishing points marked by sticks placed 
upright in the sand. Wood and sand were certainly the most common 
materials used by the Greenland Eskimos in making maps. Even features 
like fjords, islands and glaciers were carved in wood to make a kind 
of block diagram model. 

The ancient culture of Mexico was highly developed by the time the 
Spaniards ar~iving there. Maps had been drawn showing considerable 
detail and accuracy. In 1.520 Barnan Cartes, reporting on an interview 
with Montezuma to the Emperor Charles V, described how he asked 
Montezuma for information about harbours for ships along the coast 
and the king was able to send him a chart of the whole coast painted 
on cloth. 

Thus we have maps made on birch-bark, blocks of wood 1 skins and 
with the advent of the Europeans, on paper also. We should remember, 
however, the ~harts of the Marshall Islanders with their criss-cross 
pattern of wooden strips, threads and shells to depict islands, as the 
most advanced of these early typ~of map. 

Cartographic history is by no means complete, but there are certain 
names and la~dmarks which help the jig-saw of the past in cartography 
to be pieced together - names like Eratosthenes, famous for his 
calculation of the circumference of the ·earth, and Posidonius, ancie~t 
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scholars who observed from the sun and stars the shape of the earth 
and made certain calculations regarding its size. 

Of primary importance is the name of Claudius Ptclemy who lived at 
Alexandria, which had become the centre of the intellectual western 
world at the end of the Greek period, in the 1st and 2nd centuries A.D. 
Ptolemy was responsible for bringing together all the information 
available on the known areas of the earth and he presented this in the 
form of a 1~ manuscript, including a treatise on cartography: in 
this he gave instructions as to how maps should be made, 0irections 
on how to deal with the problem of presenting the spherica~ surface 
of the globe on to a flat sheet of paper and also listed places in the 
world with an estimate of their latitude and longitude positions. 
Ptolemy's writings remained undiscovered for a thousand years until 
they came to light via the Arab world. Ftolemy was not a surveyor/ 
cartographer but rather a compiler/cart~)grnpher, who used the full 
facilities offered by the great libraries of /uexandria in order to 
compile small scale maps of large areas (his maps were re-constructed 
from his writings) • 

. l'.fter this enlightened period cartography entered the dark ages. 
Instead of maps being prepared from observation, reference and reason, 
they became the produqts of fanciful imaginings - the range of circular 
maps known as the T. and 0. mups, with the Mediterranean shown upright 
and the Don and the Nile rivers forming the cross bar, with Jerusalem 
at the centre. 1~ example of the T.O. map is the World map iri Hereford 
Cathedral. The only light in this period of dark ages was the 
production of the P~rtolan charts, the earliest surviving example 
dating back to 1311, and yet their accuracy did not penetrate to the 
maps of the land areas. 

Not until the 15th century and the voyages of discovery by navigate',.. 
such as Columbus and Magellan did cartography reawaken, 2nd within a 
hundred years the cartographic·profession was trUly established and 
map-publishing became a flourishing business. Though it must be · 
fairly stated at this point that the products of cartography were not 
yet works of scientific thought and principle. 

The invention in Europe of printing and engraving was the major 
breakthrough and this led to rapid advances in cartography though 
maps were still little more than reference maps, sh()wing coastlines, 
rivers and settlements. 

At the beginning of the 17th century, however, for the first time 
since the end of the Greek period, a new attitude was evidently replacing 
age-old superstition and the dogmatic approach of the dark ages; 
scientific method had begun and by the second half of the century, 

.with the establishment of the French Academy of Sciences, cartography 
became a subject to be studied. . The Academy commenced a study 
which would enable the correct configuration of the French Coost to 
be determined. Because of differences in the lengths of degrees 
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along the meridan the question arose as to the precise shape of 
the earth, and after much study it was determined thnt the polar 
radius was shorter than the equatorial radius. The French commenced 
a survey of their country at a scale of 1i inches to 1 mile and 
almost completed it by the end of the 18th century. 

Harrison's chronometer for determination of longitude was perfected 
in Great Britain in 1765, and was followed in 1791 by the 
establishment of the Ordnance Survey and in Europe, of other 
cartographic organisaticms. .Another important 1P.nc1mark was the 
establishment of the metric system as the unit of measurement at 
the beginning of the 19th century, followed by the invention and 
development of lithography. Throughout the 19th century continuous 
progress was made in cartographic method and reproduction prGcesses 
until, by the beginning of the 20th century, tremendous strides had 
been made; even a serious proposal to map ·the world at a sce.le of 
1,000,000 had been made and, of particular importance, map-publishing 
houses such as those of John Bartholomew in Great Britain and Justus 
Perthes in Germany had come into being and were now well-established. 

Cartographic progress in the first half of the twentieth century has 
been accelerated by the need for accurate maps consequent upon the 
advent of two world w~rs, and by the tremendous increase in travel 
home and overseas. The use of aerial ph~tography has enabled surveys 
to be carried out m,re rapidly and topographic maps to be published 
more quickly. Coupled with adv~ncos in the fields of photolithography 
and photoengraving, reproduction is no longer the fundamental problem 
to the cartographer that it used to be and the production cycle from 
survey to published map is now a fast and efficient process. Today the 
laymap, as well as the professional,handles maps of ever-increasing 
complexity - road and railway maps, maps inmagazines, air trnvel 
maps, artistic maps of all shapes and sizes either produced for the 
tourist trade or for scme other form of advertising. 

Modern rai~oad route maps of Europe or the United States appear 
with the route entirely straightened· out, an idea introduced in the 
13th century by Mbtthew Paris, a monk of St /ubans, with his depiction 
of the pilgrim route to Dover straight down the centre of England. 
Modern road routes such as those provided to members of the naticnal 
automobile organisativns remind one pf the route maps of a more 
leisurely age produced by John Ogilby. 

Most maps today tend to be very functional, being designed for a 
specific purpose, perhaps to get across a particular concept, a 
portraiture of one aspect of a subject, unlike the many attractive 
artistic mnps which frequently do no more than adorn the wall of 
someone's h:.me or office. Today then, much of the art of ornRmentation 
thet embellished. earlier maps is certainly gon•J but the cartographer 
still has the responsibility of ensuring that his m~r,>s are well designed 
and laid out. 
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The cartographer has become accustomed to the use of a large range 
of plastic materials for the base drafting of most of his maps, and 
to the use of special inks for plastics, inks with varying qualities 
and manoeuverability and different speeds of drying. Scribing is a 
familiar process and in fact, today, many young cartographers hardly 
see pen and ink. The cartographer is conversant with a wide range of 
lettering processes from simple stencil lettering to more sophisticated 
pre-set ty~e or to dry transfer lettering. In the field of line shading 
there is on the market today a vast range of pre-;.'rinted line and symbol 
transfer sheets of high quality. 

Current developments in the reproduction of maps require the cartographer 
to be knowledgeable about the methods by which his map will be printed. 
For instance, what a waste of time and money would ensue if a carto
grapher were to prepare separate overlays for a colour drawing and 
later discovered on completion that the printer required all the art 
work on a single sheet for colour separation purely by photography. 
In some instances the proportion of work has shifted from the carto
grapher to the printer though the cartographer is still required to 
prepare deteiled maps even for normal line blocks. One drafting 
development with some possibilities for mapwork is the use of the 
Doubletone Board. B,y this process line shadings and tints of two 
densities can be achieved simply by painting over the areas required 
with two different developers. Compilation methods are also being 
speeded up by the use of the computer, the computer and line printer 
combined being able to create quite legible and accurate m~ps suitable 
for use in the classroom or as handout material to the student for 
field work. 

~fuat does the future hold for cartography? Undoubtedly there 
will be further developments in the field of automated mapping. 
The science of photogrammetry assisted by developments in vertical 
colour photography will speed up the work of aerial survey. The 
cartographer of the future, far from becoming a narrow specialist, 
will need to learn something of computer programming, statistical 
analysis and photogrammetry and there will be an increasing demand 
for cartographers with these varied skills • 
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